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BEWARE OF A NEW MAITAH-JEEFAH-CARRION HALAALIZER

A new Carrion-Halaalizer is in the process of mushrooming in the wake of the MJC’s expulsion
from the Carrion Fraternity by Jakim, the Malaysian Carrion Halaalizing entity. The new entity
has dubbed itself ‘Darul Ifta Western Cape’.

A genuine Darul Ifta will not degenerate into the dregs of villainy such as the shaitaani trade of
carrion halaalizing in which the plethora of carrion halaalizers, SANHA, MJC, NIHT, ICSA,
JAKIM, etc., and now this new aberration bereft of Shar’i credentials operating under the
high-sounding nom de plume, ‘Darul Ifta’.

The function of a genuine Daurl Ifta is to wean Muslims from the dunya and to take them closer
to Allah Ta’ala. But among the worst of satanist acts in our era is carrion-halaalizing. The motive
for this despicable shaitaani industry is nothing but monetary gain. In the pursuit of the boodle,
so-called ‘ulama’ and one cent ‘muftis’ are selling their Imaan and ruining the Imaan and
Akhlaaq of the ignorant and unwary masses.

‘Darul Ifta Western Cape’ is an entity bereft of Shar’i bona fides. These characters parading as
‘muftis’ are signs of Qiyaamah. Among the Signs of Qiyaamah is the pursuit of the dunya in the
name of the Deen. Deeni fronts and veneers are presented to justify the contemptible motives
of monetary lusts. The Deen is used to camouflage the evil motives of the Carrion Fraternity.

It is haraam to certify any Muslim shop, restaurant or business which deals in the carrion
products acquired from the giant chicken killers such as County Fair, Rainbow and the many
other kuffaar chicken and meat enterprises. Muslims who are already addicted to devouring
carrion are no longer in need to verify the chicken and meat products they consume. They have
been made independent of ‘halaal’ certification. They now consume just any haraam rot, even
pork, which carries a confounded satanic haraam ‘halaal’ sticker.
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With the dubious and deceptive designation, ‘Darul Ifta’ the carrion confusion will only be
compounded and aggravated. Muslims should wake up to the satanism of this shaitaani carrion
trade. There can never be spiritual progress as long as the rot of carrion is ingested. It is
indeed sad and lamentable that carrion has become almost a staple food for innumerable
Muslims.

‘Halaal’ certifiers should never be trusted. They trade their Imaan for the rot and carrion of the
dunya – for the boodle. Rasulullah (Sallallahu alayhi wasallam) said: “This world is jeefah
(rotten meat).”
Muslims
are permitted to take from the ‘
jeefah’
of the dunya only that which Allah Ta’ala has made halaal for this transitory sojourn. But the
Carrion Cabal for achieving the despicable goal of their monetary lust, are inducing Muslims to
act in diametric conflict with the Qur’aan and Sunnah, i.e. with the Shariah of Islam.

Muslims are required to put into operation their thinking processes and understand that a
kuffaar system of killing animals, which is haraam from beginning to end, can never produce
halaal-tayyib food for Muslims. A Muslim is a lofty breed of Allah’s creation. In this regard, the
Qur’aan Majeed states:

“Verily We have honoured Bani Aadam (i.e. mankind – Muslim mankind), and We have
given them control of the earth and the ocean, and We have granted them Rizq (food /
sustenance / nourishment) from Tayyibaat (halaal, pure and wholesome foods), and We
have elevated them above numerous of those whom We have created.”

Sincere contemplation on this Qur’aanic aayat as well as many other similar Verses, will
remove the haze of satanism and nafsaaniyat which clouds the mind and darkens the heart,
and then one will realize the villainy which the Carrion Satanists are perpetrating with their
carrion certification. May Allah Ta’ala save the Ummah from these shayaateen in human form
who present the Deen as a front to justify their monetary cravings and lusts.
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